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Ladies and gentlemen, media and dear radio listeners, good morning, and welcome to our weekly press 
briefing brought to you live by Radio Miraya.  
 
Today our special guest is Fred Yiga, the UN Police Commissioner. The Police Commissioner has been in South 
Sudan since June 2006 when he worked with UN Development Program (UNDP) as the first UN Chief Technical 
Advisor to the Minister of Interior and the Inspector General of Police. In May, 2012 he was appointed as UN 
Police Commissioner. Police Commissioner Fred Yiga is an expert in police reform and has a vast experience in 
working with police forces in fragile conflict situations.  He will return in less than a week to his home country, 

Uganda, where he has the rank of Assistant Inspector General of the Police. Today, he will outline his 
successes and challenges as the Head of UNPOL for the last 4 years.  
 
Freedom of the press  
Let s start with some rather good news for the journalists in South Sudan: 
 
- The release of one of your colleagues Joseph Afandi, journalist with the El Tabeer who was detained 
since 29 December 2015. 
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/afr65/3480/2016/en/ 
 
- The establishment of an autonomous South Sudan Media Authority with the support of the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), the UN lead Agency on Freedom of 
Expression and Safety of Journalists. The Media Regulatory Authority in South Sudan is in charge of overseeing 
the media industry in terms of regulation, media development and issuance of broadcasting licenses.  
In 2015, 7 journalists were killed; the country is ranked as second worst in Africa and 5th globally, on the 
Committee to Protect Journalists global impunity index. Reporters without Borders also ranked South Sudan 
as 125th out 180 countries on 2015 World Press Freedom Index, 6 positions down from the previous year.  
 
Briefings to the UN Security Council Friday 19 February: 
- The UN Security Council has condemned the Malakal violence committed between Shilluk and Dinka 
communities in the protection of civilians’ site. Members of the Security Council were particularly alarmed by 
credible reports of armed men in SPLA uniforms entering the compound, firing on civilians, and the looting 
and burning of tents.  
 
  Before this statement was issued, the UN Security Council was addressed by the UN Deputy Special -

Representative of the Secretary-General and Deputy Head of the United Nations Mission in South Sudan 
Mr. Moustapha Soumare. Mr.  Soumare expressed grave concern at the violence in the Mission’s protection 
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sites in Malakal, and insisted on the civilian character of Protection of Civilians sites. He also deplored 
insecurity in Wau area and the intercommunal violence in Jonglei, Warrap and Lakes regions.  

 

 http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=53276 
 

UN Secretary-General visits South Sudan 

In an unrelated development, the UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon will be traveling tomorrow to South 

Sudan as part of a three-stop trip in the Democratic Republic of Congo and South Sudan. The Secretary-

General is expected to meet with the President of South Sudan, representatives of the diplomatic corps and 

UN agencies, funds and programs, as well as NGOs and community representatives from the Juba Protection 

of Civilians site.  

http://bit.ly/1mXjCE7 

 

On the Force activities  

Force has provided protection to the team of the Ceasefire and Transitional Security Arrangements 
Monitoring Mechanism (CTSAMM) for a two-day visit to assess the situation in Mundri, Lui and Bari, Western 
Equatorian region. A summary of the latest violations of the Permanent Ceasefire and Transitional Security 
Arrangements can be found on the Joint Monitoring and Evaluation Commission (JMEC) website, 

. The JMEC met yesterday in plenary session. Ruth Feeney, the CTSAMM strategic www.jmecsouthsudan.com
communications officer, is in attendance in the room and will be available to discuss with you after the 
briefing.  
 

I will now give the floor to Fred Yiga.  

 

Just as a reminder should you want to talk about specific issues, please send us a text to: +211 912 1 77 141  

===== 

 

Fred Yiga UN Police Commissioner 
 
I am happy to address you, the press, of this beautiful country South Sudan.  
 
Firstly, before I do so, as a senior police officer and a senior person in government business, I would like you to 
be you aware of the very important role that you have to play as press have in South Sudan. You can make 
or break South Sudan. The power of your pen can make or break things. Do not underestimate the power of 
what you write, as the nation derives its direction from what you write. Civil society gets direction from what 
you write. So please regard this tool a very important one and make sure the right messages are given out to 
the public in South Sudan.  
 
Secondly I would like to introduce Bruce Munyambo, the incoming UN Police Commissioner. He will be taking 
office on Monday, as I am leaving that day.  
 
I have been here for quite some time and I have seen many things. I was here when the Comprehensive Peace 
Agreement (CPA) was signed in 2005. At that time the government institutions needed a lot of support from 
every well-wisher in the world. I was here when the effort of establishing government in every corner of South 
Sudan was initiated. The United Nations came in to do exactly that, to promote state presence in South 
Sudan. To make the benefits of an established government felt by its entire people and to make the transition 
from war to good governance.  
 
Speaking specifically about the police, I was here when the integration of the South Sudanese police force 
with the officers that came in from Khartoum happened. At that time I saw volunteers that came in to join the 
national police officers. They wanted to support national development. I have never seen what I saw in the 
years 2006 and 2007. People wanted to work for the government; they wanted to be volunteer police 
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officers and volunteer prison officers. They were all so happy about the new chances that the CPA offered. So I 
was here when the nation really needed capacity building. 
 
I was also here in December 2013, when the crisis happened. Let us not get into the why and how of the crisis, 
but this crisis drastically changed the course of events after the CPA was signed. From that day it was all 
about protection of the vulnerable. The United Nations mandate changed in order to protect people who 
were fleeing the conflict and the violence.  
 
So what has been the role of the police officer? What has been the role of the United Nations Police? After the 
signing of the CPA our focus was on capacity building. We trained the police; we advised them and gave them 
strategic guidance so they could become part of the broader regional police service in East Africa. The police 
force in South Sudan needed to fit into the circumstances of the region.  
 
But that was all lost at the end of 2013. The mandate of the UN police officers changed from capacity 
building to the protection of civilians. Today that is exactly what we do. The United Nations Security Council 
allows us to have a presence of 2000 police officers in South Sudan. They are all involved in the protection of 
civilians. We now have Formed Police Units to make sure there are law and order, and tranquility in the PoC 
sites. There are large numbers of people living in the PoC sites. Almost 200,000 civilians is a big number to 
be living in these kinds of sites within their own country. 
 
UNPOL has police officers from all over the world. At this very moment, we have police officers from 38 
countries. They are here with the support of their national governments and the United Nations, to try and 
maintain some kind of order in the protection of civilian sites.  
 
If you would ask me what exactly UNPOL has done recently, my answer will be fivefold. 
 
- The fact that the police officers are here is an achievement in itself. The fact that South Sudan has been 

able to attract the amount of goodwill of those nations that are contributing police officers is an 
achievement. The fact that we are in the PoC sites, talking to children, women, the vulnerable, and making 
sure the right connections are made. Making sure a feeling of nationalism is generated and making sure 
there is a sense of tomorrow. These are big achievement by itself.  

 
- We have worked with the leadership of the South Sudan National Police Service (SSNPS). As I am leaving, 

we have established a very good relationship with the Inspector General of Police and the Minister of 
Interior. It didn’t come out of the blue. We have invested in it. We have worked hard to establish a 
relationship with the authorities in this country and the ministry of interior. The next UNPOL generation 
should benefit from that relationship.  

 
- We support humanitarian work in the PoC sites. The United Nations agencies distribute resources such as 

food, medical care and water. But as tends to happen most of the time with resources, these resources are 
not enough. It is our role to make sure these scarce resources are properly distributed.  

 
- We attempt to keep the PoC sites crime free. If you remember day one, people came running into the PoC 

sites with guns, spears, arrows and all sorts of other tools that were meant to kill. We have done our best 
to rid the PoC sites of these tools. You might remember the time when we set fire to a whole pile of guns 
that we had collected from the PoC areas. From that time onwards, we haven’t had a lot of incidents of 
guns being found in PoC sites. That is a very significant sign of security that UNPOL has contributed to. We 
do these searches every day, so every day we collect these items. The message is that people should be 
entirely safe in an area that they have come to in search of security. We have provided this safety.  

 
- We have supported community police programs. Community policing is all about establishing 

relationships between different people, so children can speak to their mothers and mothers can speak to 
their husbands. Husbands speak to their friends and if they cannot speak to their friends, they shouldn’t be 
called friends. That is community policing. The common goal is to bind communities together. 

  



Getting back to the SSNPS, this organization is now part of some of the regional police organizations, such as 
the East African Police Chiefs Conference. The inspector general of the police is now a member of that 
organization, as well as INTERPOL and the Small Arms Bureau in the region. At these meetings the inspector 
general of the police can see that South Sudan is not the only country with problems of policing. Other nations 
have their own difficulties. But by participating in these meetings, he will get the reassurance that he is not 
alone and that there are different players he can ask for advice. We have internationalized the South Sudan 
National Police Service and we are proud of that. Whenever the inspector general of the SSNPS goes out of 
the country, he is welcomed as a representative of the police and the issues presented to him must be 
responded to in the name of the SSNPS.  
 
I would like to appeal to the communities in South Sudan that the policemen and women are their own sons 
and daughters. It will take effort from the communities to support the police, as much as the police must 
support the communities. It is a two way affair. The police cannot do it alone; the communities cannot do it 
alone. They need to work together and establish good law enforcement systems.  
 
Policing is a process. Don’t even ask me why despite all these efforts the police are not fully professional yet. 
We are not there yet, but the journey has started. We are now in agreement with the SSNPS that 
transformation is needed. There is a clear understanding that the SSNPS needs help and we have also 
determined as United Nations that we are going to give as much help as we can. And we will not stop. The UN 
will not stop until this country has an effective police service.  
 
The Joint Integrated Police has now been created. The United Nations will support this unit to contribute to 
good law enforcement in this country. 
 
Thank you. 
 
================================= 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
 
Jason Beaubien, National Public Radio: Can you give us more details on the incident in Malakal? How many 
shelters were destroyed, how many people remain outside of the homes they were in, how many dead, how 
many wounded? 
 
AQ: Thank you for asking. First of all I would like to make a statement. I was misquoted by the Sudan Tribune 
on an interview I had given to Eye Radio and I would like to ask you all to check the soundbite that is available 
on the Eye Radio website.  When I said “UNMISS is sorry”, I meant to say that the Mission’s sympathy goes 
out to the families of the deceased civilians. I want to reiterate very strongly that as for the Mission 
protection mandate, UNMISS stands firm by its commitment to protect civilians and UNMISS did protect 
civilians within its capacity in Malakal. UNMISS will continue to engage with local and political leadership and 
communities. As a last resort measure UNMISS will protect civilians when under immediate threat including 
on its compound, and within its capacity.  
 
As for figures in in the Protection of Civilians (PoC) site in Malakal, out of over 45,000 people registered in 
previous weeks, we have currently an estimated 15,000 civilians that have remained in the area where they 
were before the incident. I insist on the fact that these are estimates; we are in the process of doing a 
headcount. Another estimated 24,000 civilians have moved within the UNMISS compounds from the area 
where they were towards the base proper. There is also movement back and forth. Again, these are 
estimates. There is finally an estimated 5,000 people who have fled to Malakal town.  
 
We have sent integrated patrols with our partners to Malakal to see how civilians who have fled the PoC site 
can be supported by UNMISS and humanitarian partners. Malakal is highly militarized. It is a difficult place for 
civilians. There are a lot of needs, from water to medical facilities. We have had two missions going to 
Malakal town with humanitarian stakeholders to see how best to respond to the needs of vulnerable. UNMISS 
is also looking at its own  compound where there has been a lot of burning and looting and where the 



situation is also very difficult for those who have remained. We are trying with our partners to rebuild and 
assist, and to respond to the needs of everyone.  
 
FY:  UNPOL has Formed Police Units in Malakal. Our presence has helped a lot in containing further violence. 
It is unfortunate that lives were lost and houses were burnt, but we did our best to intervene against this. As 
you must have seen in the Tribune, the President himself commented that the UN police have done a good 
job over there and we are very proud of that.  
 

==== 

Question, Jason Beaubien (NPR): Regarding Malakal, there has been a lot of confusion on how long it took for 
the peacekeeping mission to respond to the incident and to the presence of SPLA in the camp, how can you 
explain that? 
 
AQ: This tragic incident happened in the middle of the night, between Dinka and Shilluk youths. UNMISS 
however managed to react swiftly. UNMISS troops interposed themselves between the warring youths – and, 
at this early stage, did not use fire as it would have resulted in obvious collateral damage. When it further 
became clear that external assailants had entered the compound, UNMISS troops exchanged fire with them 
and managed to push them out of the site. And yes, to quote the UN Security Council statement from Friday, 
we have credible evidence that there were armed men wearing SPLA uniforms entering the compound.  
 
=== 
Question, Mugume Davis Rwakaringi (Voice of America): Similar incidents happened before, for instance in 
Bor.  What does the UN do to prevent deaths in the PoCs? 
 
AQ:  The tragic events in Bor were very different. This is the first inter-ethnic fighting in any POC site ever, 
especially at such scale. From the creation of the PoC site in Malakal in December 2013 till June 2015, there 
has been no incident whatsoever reported – this is quite an achievement if you bear in mind that there are 
three communities sheltered in the PoC site whose leaders have fought each other for the last three years.  
 
What does UNMISS do? As you may remember, the Head of UNMISS Civil Affairs Ali Hassan did mention in a 
previous press briefing that the Civil Affairs section is working very hard to ensure calm and promote 
dialogue between communities - also in PoC sites . As for Malakal, UNMISS civil affairs has organized a lot of 
events in the last three years and especially in the last six months such as peace conferences and other 
events involving youths and local leadership in order to ensure calm and the protection of civilians in our 
sites. Again sites of 120,000 civilians like Bentiu or over 45,000 like Malakal are cities, not even villages. Please 
bear that in mind.  
 
Regarding our military forces, half of them are dedicated to the protection of civilians’ sites while the other 
half is on the ground in the country. We have attempted to project our troops in areas where humanitarian 
and security needs are dire with patrols and the establishment Temporary Operating Bases (TOB) such as in 
Leer or Mundri. We are doing our best within our capacity. 
 
FY: This is our duty if people are coming to our bases to protect them. But we also need adequate conditions 
in our PoCs and cooperation between UNPOL and the Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) leaders so we can 
protect the people better. I know there are some IDPs listening to the radio so this is your role to facilitate the 
UN presence in the PoCs and to make sure ground rules are respected. Every day the UN police are 
conducting searches and every day we find weapons. What happened in Malakal was very unfortunate and 
we don’t want this to happen again.  
 
=== 

Question, Jason Beaubien (Eye Radio): Would you say then that the UN fails to protect civilians?  
 
AQ: Again, let me be clear, the UN has not failed in his mission of protecting civilians. We have protected 
them, we have protected 200,000 civilians who have voted with their feet to be protected by UNMISS. The 
scale of destruction in Malakal is of great concern; we need to make sure that people have shelter and access 



to water, food, and healthcare. There has been food and treated water distributions while two new healthcare 
facilities have been established.  
 
=== 

Question, Richard Sultan (The Dawn): You say that the UN hasn’t failed to protect civilians, so is it a question of 
not having enough capacity? And my second question to Fred Yiga, what is the substance of community 
policing? 
 
AQ: Again, with close to 200,000 civilians protected on our bases:  no we have not failed to protect civilians 
as per the core of our mandate. We do have capacity issues, but we are not here to run the country. We are 
doing our best to reach out to the people in need of safety or humanitarian assistance, like we did in and 
around Mundri where we have a temporary operating base while the situation is very dire - as per the findings 
of the last CTSAMM visit.   
 
FY: Community policing is not an aim but it requires the participation of communities, a strong justice 
system to facilitate dialogue and give another chance to life. To do this, we need the peace agreement to be 
implemented so services can be delivered to people. Without a strong police, people don’t have anywhere to 
go. Through its workshops, UNPOL is raising awareness among women and children so they know their 
rights.  Community policing is about communities finding solutions to their own problems and having the 
police respecting these solutions.  
 
=== 
Question, Mugume Davis Rwakaringi (Voice of America): Could you please tell us what was the biggest 
challenge since your appointment as the Police Commissioner in South Sudan? 
 
FY: The biggest challenge was to convince South Sudanese that there is a need to be “South 

Sudanese”.  There is a lot of selfishness in South Sudan. It is also very difficult to deploy police officers 

coming from 40 different nations to try to solve the situation in the country. My role as a Police 

Commissioner was to show to these police officers that we all have a common purpose; we have to address 

issues as one UN police. Again, we need a common sense of purpose, and the peace to be implemented for 

the South Sudanese to be one single group. I am always optimistic and I am sure it will happen very soon.  

 
=== 
Question, Gale Julius Dada (Bakhita Radio): One week passed since the Malakal clashes and the government 
said it will investigate further to identify the perpetrators, what is the state-of-play of your internal 
investigation? My last question is for Fred Yiga, as you are leaving South Sudan, what is your message for this 
country so the people can move forward? 
 
AQ: There will be a review but you will allow me not to comment an ongoing process.  
 

FY: I spent almost ten years in South Sudan and I love this country. There is everything in South Sudan, all 

resources are available and the most important resource is people. Life must be respected and people must 

coexist peacefully. The police are giving the umbrella they need to live together and feel safe. If this is 

achieved, the sky has no limits. Without people, there is no country. 

 

=== 

Question, Nyaboth Paska Alfred (The National Today Newspaper): What do you think of the decision taken by 

the national police like the one imposing a boda-boda curfew for security issues? 

 

FY: As the UN Police Commissioner, I don’t have any executive power of policing. I cannot walk in the street 

and stop the traffic. What I can do is to advise the Inspector General of Police (IGP) but in terms of dealing 

with behaviors or criminality, this falls under IGP’s portfolio.  



 

=== 

Question, Kigeba Livingstone (Juba Monitor Newspaper): Why people are still fighting in the PoCs when we are 

in a process of implementing peace? 

 

AQ: We have been putting in place a lot of measures to alleviate tensions and avoid clashes. I don’t know why 

the IDPs are fighting, but UNMISS deplores the situation. PoC site shouldn’t be a ground for fighting. 

 

FY: I will take this last question as an opportunity to thank the South Sudanese government, the Ministry of 

Interior and the South Sudanese Police. Thanks to them, I had a smooth road without a single incident and I 

will never forget this experience. I wish my successor Bruce Munyambo all the best in fulfilling this delicate 

and complicated task. 

 

AQ: Dear Fred, we wish you all the best. South Sudan will miss you. The UN will miss you. And we would like 

to welcome Bruce Munyambo in his new function. 

 
[END of BRIEFING] 
 
 

 


